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PS315S & PS315X Industrial Panel Saws
These new panel saws offer exceptional value for money, being ideal for the 
smaller professional workshop where a reliable workhorse is required.
The PS315 series are professional panel saws for the small to medium sized 
business, the perfect answer for easy and accurate cutting of panels. They have 
very high spec for machines in this price range and everything about them shows 
their professional pedigree. An ultra-rigid rip fence is set on a massive fence rail 
and can give a 1250mm cut to the right hand of both machines. 

The extremely rigid and smooth running beams will give reliable accuracy in a 
busy commercial environment. They feature a 120mm scoring blade which is 
powered by a separate motor, essential for the more demanding work the machine 
may encounter.  
The squaring tables are a generous size and the squaring table fence, with its  
two flip over stops which are heavy and dependable, can be extended out  
to 3200mm.

SPECIFICATIONS PS315S PS315X
Blade diameter  315mm	 315mm

Blade speed  4000rpm	 4000rpm

Scoring blade diameter 120mm	 120mm

Scoring blade speed  8000rpm	 8000rpm

Blade tilt  0-45º	 0-45º

Main table size 800	x	530mm	 800	x	530mm

Right extension table 800	x	740mm	 800	x	820mm

Stroke capacity	 1600mm	 3350mm

Maximum rip capacity	 1250mm	 1250mm

Max depth of cut	 120mm	at	90º		 120mm	at	90º	
	 	 72mm	at	45º	 72mm	at	45º

Motor power 

 Single phase	 3hp	 3hp

 Three phase	 4hp	 5hp

 Scoring blade	 3/4hp	 3/4hp

Dimensions  W2520	x	H1080		 W2520	x	H1080	
	 	 x	D2000mm	 x	D3500mm

LARGE CAPACITY

An impressive 1250mm rip capacity is possible with these machines and the PS315X has a huge 
stroke capacity of 3350 mm, making it ideal for either ripping or cross cutting 10’ x 5’ sheets.

SCORING BLADE

The 120mm scoring blades are powered by a separate motor to 
provide maximum power and reliability.

STuRDY CROSS CuT FENCE STOP

The cross cut fence can be securely locked to the squaring table 
in the 90º position for superior accuracy.

INDuSTRIAL FENCE MOuNT

The solid fence is mounted on a thick steel bar and heavy cast 
iron mount featuring micro adjustment.

EASY BLADE CHANGE

Both the main blade and scoring blade are easily accessible.

ACCuRATE, INDuSTRIAL SLIDING BEAM

Substantial heavy duty industrial beam.
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